
Common Journalism Terms 
Definitions for both common and not-so-common terms used in journalism and newspapers.  
 
5W’s plus H -- The six questions that should be answered in every news article. Who? What? Where? When? Why? and How?  
 
angle -- A particular point of view or  way of looking at a story in order to tell it; the approach the reporter is going to take.  This is 
important for cycle stories (i.e., Homecoming, Prom, Christmas, Spirit Week, pre-season sports stories).  You want a “fresh” angle.  
 
banner -- A headline that extends all the way across the page, over all five columns, usually in the largest font size on the page  
 
beat -- A specific territory a reporter covers on a regular basis.  
 
bleed -- A photo or illustration or type (story, headline or cutline or credit line) that extends beyond the margins, generally to the 
edge of the page of between columns.  You want to avoid this.  
 
**byline**  -- Credit line at the beginning of an article to show who wrote the article.   Real journalists fight for bylines.  Having a  
byline means you have arrived.  It is the FIRST thing you write as you start your article.  
 
cutline -- Description or comment that goes with an illustration, graphic and/or photo.  All photos must have cutlines  (called captions 
in yearbooks).  Cutline info should give reader NEW or MORE information and should  NEVER, NEVER, NEVER state the 
obvious.  Cutlines are written (most of the time) in present tense.  Multiple people in a cutline must be identified in a certain format 
(you will learn this) and always with first and last names on first reference.  
 
column widths-- Newspapers are usually divided into 5, 6 or 8 column layouts. The standard width of a column is 2 and 1/16th 
inches, but  our Prowler column sizes—1 column is 1  7/8”; 2 columns are 3  3/8”; 3 columns are 5  7/8’; 4 columns are 7  7/8”, and 5 
columns are 10”.   Memorize these!! 
 
column inch -- A layout measurement.  It is the width of the column (standard is 2 and 1/16th inches) and 1 inch deep. Usually an 
editor will say, "I need a nine-inch story."  In this case, the editor means nine column inches, which is about 25 to 30 words per inch. 
Nine column inches would be 225 (9x25) to 270 words (9 x 30). 
 
copy editor -- Person who reads copy once the section editors have read copy, returned stories to reporters, and reporters have made 
all necessary rewrites and corrections.  Main job is to read stories in final stages and to correct grammar, misspellings, style errors 
and to check for consistency (names spelled same way in story as in cutline and headlines or perhaps in other places in the paper).  
All stories should be read as if the copy editor were reading them for the first time (you must read from the reader’s point of view). 
This takes some practice.  
 
cropping -- Process of marking or cutting a photo to eliminate parts of it. A photo of a person standing in front of a building can be 
"cropped" to just the person's face.  Eliminate what you don’t want in a photo and zero in on what you do want in a photo.  That 
section can then be enlarged (to a point).  
 
display type -- Any type larger than body type (text);  used mostly for headlines,  ads or pull quotes  
 
dummy – Physical, detailed, specific penciled diagram of a particular page layout and/or advertisement  that is proportionately 
accurate.  
 
editor -- Person who prepares copy for publication. Editor reads reporters’ copy to make sure stories are well rounded, fair and 
balanced and cover what they need to cover.  Editor also checks for grammar, punctuation and AP style.  Editors MUST be on top of 
this.  
 
editorial -- An article that states the author's opinion about an issue or dilemma.  It uses facts to support the opinion.  Editorials have 
several functions.  See textbook.  
  
editorializing -- The inappropriate use of an author's opinion or unattributed opinion in a news article.  Keep your opinions to 
yourself.  You are the reporter so stick to reporting the facts.  No cheerleading either --  it’s the football team, not our football team.  
 
evergreen stories -- Articles that are not timely. They can be held back when space is limited and used in later editions.  
 



feature -- A story which appeals to an audience because of the human interest of its contents rather than the importance of its 
contents.  
 
flush-left or flush-right -- Copy or headlines aligned with the margin on the left or right.  
 
folio -- page number. Odd/even numbers have specific placements.  
 
folio line -- The information that runs above the regular page content, normally includes publication name, section, page number and 
date.  
 
font -- A style of type.  (example: Times New Roman, Helvetica, Courier, etc.)  
 
gutter -- The space between columns or the wider space where two adjoining pages meet.  
 
halftones -- A negative of a photo or art which converts the images into dots suitable for printing.  
 
header -- A headline used at the beginning of an article or within the body to divide sections.  
 
headline -- A title or attention grabber above the body or an article. The author of the story usually does not write the headline.  
 
hole -- An unanswered question in an article. Usually the article is missing one of the 5W’s and H.  “Your story has a hole in it.” 
 
inverted pyramid -- A method of organizing a news story to put the most important news at the top or beginning of an article, the rest 
of the information is presented in decreasing order of importance.  
 
italic -- Type that slants to the right.  
 
jump -- To continue a story on another page.  
 
jump head -- A headline over a story that has jumped from another page.  
 
jump lines --  line at end of the story telling reader what page story is jumping (moving) to and a line at beginning of jump to tell 
reader where story began 
 
justified -- Type with lines adjusted to be flush with both the left and right margin.  
 
kicker -- A smaller emphasis headline appearing above a larger head.  
 
lead -- Opening of a story, usually a summary of most important information.  (Correctly spelled as 'lede.') 
  
libel -- A false statement of fact usually written or printed that intentionally defames a person's character. Opinions cannot be libel.   
(Slander is the spoken word).  
 
masthead (also called the flag) -- The identification statement usually placed on the editorial page. It includes the nameplate, policy 
statement, key personnel and so on.  
 
mug shot -- A photo showing someone's face or sometimes head and shoulders.  
 
pica -- Unit of measure used by printer and page designers. Six picas roughly equal an inch.  
 
point -- A printer's unit given to the height of a line of copy or headline or the thickness of a ruling line. 12 points equals one pica and 
72 points equals one inch. Body type is usually 10- 12 points. Headlines should be 24 - 72 points.  
 
proofreading -- Carefully checking printed copy for errors before the publication goes to press.  
 
rule -- A line of varying size and/or thickness used to separate two items.  
 
serif -- A small finishing stroke on letters in some styles of fonts. This typeface has serifs. Sans serif are typefaces without serifs. Serif 
fonts make better body copy, sans serif is often used for headlines.  
 
stet – return to original.  Disregard edit.  
 



tombstones-- Two headlines placed side by side, which may cause readers to mistakenly believe they are one long headline instead of 
two.  Also called bumping heads.  
 
typo -- A common phrase used to describe a typing error.  
 
X-height -- The height of a lowercase x and thus all letters without the vertical strokes extending above or below a letter.  
 
widow – one word atop a leg of type.  It is the only word in the sentence that carried over from the previous line, which is the last line 
in the leg of type before it.  
 
 
-- 30 --    The end. 
 
Submitted by Debbie Smelley, Starr’s Mill High School 


